BMLINE

Homepage

www.bmline.kr

Annual Sales(2017)

USD 94,000

Export country

Vietnam, Philippines,
Hong Kong etc
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We, the new startup company, created in
2017, are dedicated to the beauty of our
company.
We think beauty is something that every
country seeks, so we build products with
beauty as a concept. Therefore, although
small amount is not necessarily the only
product,
it is the company that produces the
products that consumers seek. Thank
you.
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The pink velvet set is a set of white creams,
peeling and nailside.It is a combination of
white creams that can help to make your
skin brighter and brighter, and peeling gel
that can remove dead skin cells gently and
moist, and other products that remove dead
skin cells from the top of your fingernails
while giving you a polish. Both sexes can
present and receive practical products.
Thank you.
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#Good health #The mother’s heart
#Healthy beauty #Natural ingredients

Vega White Cream
Vega white cream contains
msm(organic sulfur), natural
vegetable raw material, and
natural vegetable oil to nourish skin to make skin elastic
and bright. It helps reduce
wrinkles and whitening.
The main ingredients are
argan tricone oil, cedar
powder extract, and uniterol,
chrysanthemum extract aloe
vera juice hooba oil.

MSM Peeling gel
Peeling gel used a traditional
scrubbing-like, soft, hardmold formulation without
the use of stiff, hard-molded
formulations. The traditional
peeling gel was a way of
peeling off the surface of the
skin, so its skin got red and
agitated, but the non-emline
filigells had plant-based
extracts and bottle-pooling
properties.

Nail Shiner
Your nails are damaged or
weak, so you can’t change
them often, but it’s perfect
for those who want them
to use. It can be polished by
peeling the dead skin off the
nails.
The rear of the special glass
nail shiner comes with a
stylish design and
a convenient case to carry.

FOB Price

USD 15

M.O.Q.

1,000 pcs

Target
Customer

Available from 20s to 60s

Target
Countries

Vietnam, Philippines,
Hong Kong etc

Contact Point
woo su-ji
+82-31-425-6999
bmline1004@gmail.com
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